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a b s t r a c t
This paper is focused on the development and verification of a heat attitude model (HAM) for satellite
attitude determination. Within this context, the Sun and the Earth are considered as the main external
sources of radiation that could effect the satellite surface temperature changes. Assuming that the
satellite orbital position (navigational data) is known, the proposed HAM provides the satellite surface
temperature with acceptable accuracy and also relates the net heat flux (NHF) of three orthogonal
satellite surfaces to its attitude via the inertial to satellite transformation matrix. The proposed HAM
simulation results are verified through comparison with commercial thermal analysis tools. The proposed
HAM has been successfully utilized in some researches for attitude estimation, and further studies for
practical implementations are still ongoing.
 2018 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Attitude determination (AD) of satellites has been an important issue since early developments of the first space mission, and
it is still the subject of many scientific and applied researches.
Proper knowledge of attitude is required for pointing capabilities
via the satellite Attitude Control System (ACS). The history of research in AD goes back to 1965, when G. Wahba initially proposed
her method of attitude estimation [1]. In general, when the AD of
satellites is studied, the following three main parts need to be addressed: attitude representation, attitude sensors and estimation
algorithms. There exists many researches on each of the above
mentioned parts, under the so called AD problem. For the attitude representation, Euler angles, quaternion and Gibbs Vector are
widely used. Conventional attitude sensors include magnetometer,
gyroscope, Sun sensor, Earth sensor, as well as star tracker that can
either be used separately [2,3] or in combination [4–6]. Sensors
choice is usually dictated by mission statements and/or is dependent on the desired autonomy and accuracy. Estimation algorithms
are also widespread and still subject of many current researches.
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is known as one of the most popular
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techniques for attitude estimation in many applications. EKF uses
nonlinear attitude equations in a forward estimation process and
updates the estimated states in a recursive way [7–10]. Sometimes,
some constraints are a critical issue, then the structure of EKF can
be modified in order to satisfy the constraints. Multiplicative EKF
is developed in that case, with a fairly acceptable performance
[11,12]. Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) and particle filter (PF) are
among other alternatives for EKF. Although UKF increases the computation burden, it is suitable for applications involving complex
measurement equations, and its performance is better than those
of EKF [13–17]. PF has emerged as a new filter structure that is
based on sequential Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) in which distributions are approximated by weighted particles [18–21].
During last years, the thermal modelling and testing tools and
techniques used in satellite programs have become a major area
of research. Multiple thermal nodes are considered and numerical
methods are used to solve the resulting thermal coupled nonlinear
partial differential equations [22,23]. Since the computational cost
of these methods is high, there are analytical schemes that are
less costly to use depending on the application [24–26]. Further,
analytical single node thermal models can also produce acceptable
results [27]. Within this framework, there are some recent studies
involving utility of temperature data for flux computation as primary step in AD [28], where limitations, resolution and accuracies
of thermal data for heat flux determination are analyzed. Heat flux
for AD is proposed in [29], where a basic Levenberg–Marquardt
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Nomenclature
Upper case
A
C
Fh
Fv
G
F
Q
Q Sun
Q Earth
′
Q albedo
Q albedo
Q lost
S
T

surface area
transformation matrix
shape factor parallel to relative position vector
shape factor perpendicular to relative position vector
Earth flux
view factor
heat
direct Sun radiation heat
Earth emitted heat
albedo emitted heat
absorbed albedo emitted heat
lost heat to deep space
solar radiation flux
temperature

Lower case
c
fa
m
n
r

specific heat capacity
Albedo factor
surface mass
normal to surface
position

Greek

(LM) deterministic least square algorithm is used. A major drawback of the LM algorithm is its inability for noise filtering that
affects the attitude accuracy. In addition, the performance of the
proposed HAM for attitude estimation is also demonstrated via EKF
and UKF using MCS [30]. Moreover, experimental validation of the
proposed HAM has been investigated [31], where a cubic laboratory satellite is used for testing within a vacuum chamber lit by
a Sun simulator. There is also a commercial sensor system called
Advanced Coarse Earth Sun Sensor (ACESS) [32]. It can provide
an omnidirectional coarse estimation of the Earth and Sun position vector in the satellite reference frame. A combination of six
ACESS packs (a total of 36 thermistors) is used to give the satellite
navigation data. However, the proposed HAM requires only three
non-contact thermopiles (NCT) for AD. A basic part of most estimation algorithms is the measurement model that is often a nonlinear
function relating the measured data to variables whose proper estimates are needed. Therefore, the key contribution of this paper
is focused on development of a novel measurement model for
AD, namely the HAM. This model is based on the net heat flux
(NHF) absorbed by three orthogonal, properly insulated, surfaces
of a satellite. For a typical Earth-orbiting satellite, Sun and Earth
are the main heat sources to be considered. As a result, the direct
Sun radiation, the Earth flux and its albedo are the major means
of heat exchange with the satellite surfaces. In order to establish a
suitable HAM, later for estimation process, we need to establish a
relation between the NHF of each satellite surface (measurements)
and the satellite attitude (states).
In this paper, we represent each surface’s NHF in terms of the
components of the normal to surface unit vectors using the concept of view factors. Subsequently, the knowledge of satellite relative position vectors with respect to Sun and Earth is used to relate
the satellite body system to the Earth Centred Inertial (ECI) system,
which leads to establish the inertial satellite attitude. The proposed
HAM is verified using thermal analysis software. The satellite attitude dynamics is useful in this study to simulate the satellite
attitude behaviour in orbit. Therefore, we demonstrate effectiveness of the surface temperatures resulting from the HAM for an

α
ε
β

ϕ , θ, ψ
θA
σ
ω

absorptivity
average emissivity
angle between normal to the surface and relative position vectors
Euler angles
angle between Sun–Earth vector and albedo reflection
Stefan–Boltzmann constant
angular velocity

Overscript

→

vector

Subscripts
b
i
nb

black body
number of surface
nonblack surface

Superscripts
b
e
I
r
s

body
emission
inertia
net exchange
Sun

Fig. 1. Thermal environment of a typical spacecraft [33].

Earth-orbiting satellite whose attitude knowledge is simulated (or
known).
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 covers the necessary thermal relations for the development of the HAM. Section 3
integrates different parts of the HAM for attitude estimation. Simulation, evaluation and verification of the HAM for an Earth-orbiting
cubic satellite is discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper, and addresses future researches currently under development.
2. Main relations of radiation in space for the design of HAM
One of the major characteristics of space environment is its
high vacuum. Hence, for most high orbiting satellites, the residual atmospheric pressure and the resulting drag will be negligible
for the problem of attitude estimation. Therefore, the aerodynamic
heating and convective interaction between the satellite and the
space environment can be ignored [33].
Since the radiation is the key mean of heat exchange in space
between a satellite and its surrounding, it can be characterized by
the following factors (see Fig. 1).
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Radiation from the satellite to deep space.
Direct solar radiation.
Albedo radiation.
Planetary (Earth) radiation.

2.1. Radiation emission from a satellite
Radiation is usually related to heat exchange through electromagnetic energy (with wavelength ranging from 0.1 to 100 µm)
between a surface and the surrounding environment [23]. All objects with a temperature more than absolute zero emit radiation
rates proportional to the fourth power of their temperature. The
most efficient emitter surface is called a black surface b. Radiation emission, denoted by qbe (W/m2 ≡ Watt per unit Area), from
a black surface at temperature T (K ≡ Kelvin) is expressed by the
Stefan–Boltzmann law:

qbe = σ T 4

Fig. 2. Radiation heat exchange between two surfaces.

(1)

or

Q be = A r σ T 4

(2)

where σ = 5.67 × 10−8 W/m2 K4 is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant
and A r (m2 ) is the radiating area.
Radiation emission from a nonblack surface nb with similar
area and temperature is expressed by:
e
Q nb
= ε Ar σ T 4

(3)

where ε < 1 is known as the total hemispherical (or average) emissivity, which is the ratio of energy emission by the nonblack surface nb to that of the black surface b at the same temperature [23].
Considering now two black surfaces, the amount of radiation
heat exchange between them depends on their temperatures and
how they view one another. The visibility of one surface as seen
from the other is referred to a view (shape) factor. It defines the
fraction of radiation leaving one surface and intercepted by another. The net radiation from a black surface element d A 1 at temperature T d A 1 to another interacting black surface element d A 2 at
temperature T d A 2 is given by [23]:

d2 Q dr A 1 −d A 2 =

σ T d4A 1 − σ T d4A 2 cos θ1′ cos θ2′ d A 1 d A 2 /π s2




(4)

This results in a net radiation from A 1 to A 2 , which is given by:

¨

Q Ar 1 − A 2 =

A1 A2



σ T d4A 1 − σ T d4A 2

 cos θ1′ cos θ2′ d A 1 d A 2

π s2

(5)

where θ1′ and

θ2′ are the angles between surface normal vectors
(of elements d A 1 and d A 2 ) and the line, of length s, that connects them (see Fig. 2). The superscript r indicates net radiation
exchange, while the superscript e denotes the emission alone.
Assuming isothermal conditions for the two surfaces, the net
r
radiation Q 12
from surface 1 can be written in the following form:
r
Q 12
= F 12 A 1



σ T 14 − σ T 24



(6)

F 12 =

1
A1

¨

cos θ1′ cos θ2′

π s2

d A 1d A 2

2.2. Solar radiation flux
Most measurements above the Earth’s atmosphere have expressed a solar radiation flux value between 1365 and 1373 W/m2
for LEO satellites. Solar radiation exists within a broad range of
electromagnetic spectrum that includes about 7% in the ultraviolet (UV) wavelength (0.31–0.40 µm), 46% visible (0.40–0.69 µm),
and 47% infrared (IR) radiation (above 0.70 µm). Since solar IR has
shorter wavelength against the satellite emitted IR at normal satellite temperatures, it can be utilized for conditioning of a surface to
have high reflectivity in the solar spectrum with high emissivity
in IR at the same time. This property is reflected in solar absorptivity, α S , which is the fraction of straight solar energy absorbed
by a surface. Therefore, the absorbed solar energy S α for a surface,
whose normal vector forms an angle β with Sun direction, can be
computed using Eq. (8):

S α = α S S cos β

(8)

where S is the solar flux.

where F 12 is the shape factor expressed by [23]:



Fig. 3. Shape factors from a surface element to a sphere [23].

(7)

A1 A2

If d A 1 and d A 2 are considered as the elements on the satellite
and the Earth, respectively, the integration of Eq. (7) yields the
required shape factors which are shown in Fig. 3.
According to Fig. 3, shape factors are determined using a parameter, ν = a/ R in which a and R are the satellite height and
Earth radius respectively.

2.3. Albedo radiation flux
The reflected heating sunlight from the Earth surface is called
albedo. Usually, it is considered as a fraction of the solar constant
and can be written as:
′
Q Albedo
= fa S

where f a is known as the albedo factor.

(9)
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.
Fig. 5. Decomposition of the satellite surface normal vector n

Fig. 4. Orientation of a typical satellite with respect to Sun and Earth.

Albedo appears more significant at the Earth’s polar ice caps,
and can be estimated in those regions with some accuracy as a
function of Sun’s elevation and the satellite orbital parameters.
However, predictions for overland and above oceans are distorted
by variable effects of cloud formations and water distribution in
the atmosphere.
2.4. Earth radiation flux

In order to establish a direct relation between the received heat
fluxes by the surface of a typical satellite and its corresponding
attitude, the orientation of a satellite in space thermal environment is presented in Fig. 4, where rSat–Sun and rSat–Earth denote the
known satellite relative position vectors with respect to Sun and
Earth in the ECI respectively.
The ultimate purpose is to find the attitude of the satellite with
respect to ECI. Since the normal vectors of satellite surfaces that
receive the heat fluxes are defined in body coordinate system,
the relation between these vectors and satellite position vectors
(rSat–Sun , rSat–Earth ) can be established using shape factors computed
along the parallel and the perpendicular directions with respect
to the satellite position vectors. This concept is further clarified
through Fig. 5.
As it is shown in Fig. 5, the unit vector k could be either in
the direction of the satellite–Earth or satellite–Sun position vectors
depending on the heat source. Therefore, k can be expressed as:

or k =

cos θ cos ψ
sin φ sin θ cos ψ − cos φ sin ψ
cos φ sin θ cos ψ + sin φ sin ψ

cos θ sin ψ
sin φ sin θ sin ψ + cos φ cos ψ
cos φ sin θ sin ψ − sin φ cos ψ

− sin θ
sin φ cos θ
cos φ cos θ



rSat–Sun
rSat–Sun 

where φ, θ, ψ are the Euler’s angles. C IB is only a function of the
Euler’s angles to be determined.
3.1. NHF decomposition
The NHF for each surface of a satellite can be represented as
follows:

Q net = Q − Q lost

(12)

where Q is the total heat received from three thermal sources, i.e.

Q = Q Sun + Q Earth + Q Albedo

3. Design of heat-attitude model (HAM)

rSat–Earth
rSat–Earth 

CB =

I

(11)

Emitted radiation from the Earth is considered equivalent in intensity and wavelength to the heat transferred from a black surface
at −20 ◦ C, which gives a nominal value of Earth flux approximately
equal to 236 W/m2 . For this value, a tolerance of ±38 W/m2 (16%)
is usually imposed in the satellite thermal analysis [22,23]. Since
the Earth radiation is in the same band as that normally emitted by satellites, the fraction of impinging Earth flux absorbed by
the satellite radiator is given by its emissivity ε . Hence, a surface
treatment intended to reflect the Earth radiation will also reduce
the space radiation through the same proportion as the surface’s
emission ability.

k =

to contain only the parallel component and thus the perpendicular
component is neglected.
On the other hand, the relation between the ECI and the satellite coordinate system is also established through a rotation matrix,
for which various attitude representations are possible. Considering the Euler’s angles representation, the inertial to body rotation
matrix is expressed as [34]:

(10)

While the distance between an Earth-orbiting satellite and the
Sun is considerable, the satellite–Sun position vector is assumed

(13)

and Q lost is the emitted heat from satellite surfaces to the space
environment that can be computed via Eq. (3).
Using the satellite–Earth and satellite–Sun position vectors, the
heat can be represented as follows:

·
Q Sun = A α S S cos β = A α S S n


Q Earth = AG ε F h P E + F v

rSat–Sun
rSat–Sun 

1 − P 2E

(14)
(15)

where G is the Earth flux and F h and F v are the shape factors
parallel and perpendicular to the satellite–Earth position vector,
respectively to be determined from Fig. 3. P E is the projection of
the satellite surface normal unit vector along the direction of the
satellite–Earth position vector, and is defined as:

·
PE = n

rSat–Earth
rSat–Earth 

(16)

For the reflective albedo, that is a fraction of direct solar radiation in the direction of the satellite–Earth position vector, the heat
can be written as [35]:



Q Albedo = A f a S α S F h P E + F v

1 − P 2E cos θ A

(17)
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b1 = F h b2 + F v
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1 − b22

b2 = −r E x b3 + r E y b4 + r E z cos(θ) sin(φ)

(22)

b3 = cos(φ) sin(ψ) − cos(ψ) sin(φ) sin(θ)
b4 = cos(φ) cos(ψ) + sin(φ) sin(ψ) sin(θ)
dT 3
dt

=

A3
m3 c 3

ε3 σ T 34 + c1′ G ε3 + S f a α3S cos(θ A )






+ S α3S r S x c 4′ − r S y c 3′ + r S z cos(φ) cos(θ)

c 1′ = F h c 2 + F v

Fig. 6. Reflection of solar ray from the Earth surface [35].

1 − c 2′ 2

c 2′ = r E x c 4 − r E y c 3 + r E z cos(φ) cos(θ)

(23)

′

in which θ A is the angle between the Sun–Earth vector and albedo
reflection, see Fig. 6.

c 3 = cos(ψ) sin(φ) − cos(φ) sin(ψ) sin(θ)

3.2. HAM for satellite attitude estimation

I
where, r S x , r S y , r S z are the components of rSat
–Sun vector and, simi-

In order to establish the proposed HAM in a form of measurement equation required for estimation problem, we consider the
relation between heat and temperature for each satellite surface:

dT i

Q i = mi c i

(18)

dt

where i = 1, 2, 3 denotes the number of orthogonal satellite surfaces, mi and c i are the mass and specific heat capacity of each
surface respectively.
Based on Eq. (12) and Eq. (18), the temperature rate for each
satellite surface will be:

dT i
dt

=

Q net

(19)

mi c i

On the other hand, substituting Eq. (12) through Eq. (17) into
Eq. (19), yields the temperature rate of each orthogonal satellite
surfaces:

dT i
dt

=

1
mi c i

 i .C IB
A i αiS S n

I
r Sat
− Sun 

+ A i G εi F h P E i + F v 1 − P 2E i

=

A1
m1 c 1

a1 = F v

(20)


−ε1 σ T 14 + S α1S r S x cos(φ) cos(θ) − r S z sin(θ)




+ r S y cos(θ) sin(ψ) + a1 G ε1 + S f a α1S cos(θ A )


1 − r E x cos(ψ) cos(θ ) − r E z sin(θ ) + r E y cos(θ ) sin(ψ)



+ F h r E x cos(ψ) cos(θ) − r E z sin(θ) + r E y cos(θ) sin(ψ)

2

(21)

dT 2
dt

=

− A2
m2 c 2

ε2 σ T 24 + b1 G ε2 + S f a α2S cos(θ A )


(24)

where h (Eq. (21) through Eq. (23)) relates the measurements z
(temperature rates) to the states x (attitude) and v is the sensor measurement noise, which is assumed to be a white Gaussian
noise.
Therefore, by considering Eq. (21) through Eq. (23) and Eq. (24),
the measurement vector is composed of the temperature rates (to
be measured via temperature sensors in appropriate time intervals):

z=

dT 1

dT 2

dT 3

dt

dt

dt

T

+v

(25)

• Based on Eqs. (14), (15) and (17), the received heat is related
 for each surface
to the shape factors and the components of n

Finally, using the inertial to body transformation matrix, C IB
from Eq. (11) into Eq. (20) complete the HAM for three satellite
orthogonal surfaces,

dt

z = h(x) + v

To resume, the following summary establishes clearly the relation between the NHF and the satellite’s Attitude.





+ A i f a S αiS F h P E i + F v 1 − P 2E i cos θ A − A i εi σ T i4

dT 1

I
larly, r E x , r E y , r E z are the components of rSat
–Earth vector, described
previously.
In general, the measurement equation takes usually the following form:

3.3. Results and discussion

I
rSat
–Sun



c 4′ = sin(φ) sin(ψ) + cos(φ) cos(ψ) sin(θ)





+ S α2S −r S x b3 + r S y b4 + r S z cos(θ) sin(φ)

of the satellite. Note that the satellite relative position vectors
toward the major heat sources (Sun and Earth) are known in
ECI.
• The body components of each surface normal unit vector is
considered as a row in the transformation matrix, namely C IB
to be determined (see Eq. (11)).
• Since the nine elements of the rotation matrix can be written
in terms of three independent variables (namely the Euler’s
angles) that are explicitly present in Eq. (21) through Eq. (23),
there are three equations and three unknowns to be determined.
• Solution of this system of equations will deterministically establish the satellite attitude using the proposed HAM.
It is important to emphasize that the key contribution of this
paper is to develop a novel HAM and verify its reliability for an
Earth-orbiting satellite. The verification process, which requires the
temporal variation of the rotation matrix for continuous attitude
determination, is accomplished using the satellite attitude dynamics and will be discussed in the next section.
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Table 1
Satellite orbital parameters.
Eccentricity (e)
Right ascension ( )
Inclination (i)
Argument of perigee (ω)
Orbital height

0
60◦
40.5◦
270◦
460 km

Table 2
Satellite system features.
Satellite mass
Satellite volume
Initial angular velocity (ω0 )
Initial Euler angles

49.86 kg
1 m×1 m×1 m
[0 −0.063 0]T deg/sec
[−49.5 0 60]T deg

Table 3
Satellite thermal model properties.
Solar radiation heat flux
Earth radiation heat flux
Solar absorptivity
Albedo factor
Surface material
Heat specific capacity
Surface emissivity factor

1414 W/m2
257 W/m2
0.33
0.26
Aluminium
961 J/kg K
0.509

Fig. 7. Satellite angular velocities.

4. Verification of heat-attitude model
For the purpose of this paper, the Euler’s angles representation is chosen to express the rotational kinematics of the satellite.
Through the use of the Euler’s equations (26) and the kinematic
equations (27), the satellite rotational dynamics and attitude can
be written as [36]:

ω̇x =
ω̇ y =
ω̇z =

M x − ω y ωz ( I z − I y )
Ix
M y − ωx ω z ( I x − I z )
Iy

(26)

M z − ωx ω y ( I y − I x )
Iz



φ̇ = ωx + ω y sin(φ) + ωz cos(φ) tan(θ)

θ̇ = ω y cos(φ) − ωz sin(φ)


ψ̇ = ω y sin(φ) + ωz cos(φ) sec(θ)

(27)

where ω = [ ωx ω y ωz ] T is the angular velocity of the satellite
expressed in the body coordinate system.
By considering Eq. (26) and Eq. (27) and using Eq. (21) through
Eq. (23), the temperature, as well as the NHF that each surface of
satellite receives, will be attainable. Table 1 presents the orbital
characteristics used for the simulation of HAM. In addition, Table 2
provides some system features required for the simulations that
are performed using MATLAB [37], as well as the initial states of
the nadir pointing satellite. Specific surface features and preparations required for proper applicability of the developed HAM are
beyond the scope of this work. However, some of the thermal data
which are used in thermal part of the model are presented in Table 3. The results of simulations using the data of Tables 1, 2 and
3 are presented in Figs. 7–10.
In order to partially verify the proposed HAM, commercial thermal analysis tools are used for comparison of results. Thermal
Desktop [38] and SINDA [39] are used to obtain the NHFs and the
satellite surface temperatures, respectively. For comparative purposes, the temperature of three orthogonal surfaces resulted out of
HAM are compared with those of the Thermal Desktop in Fig. 11
through Fig. 13, whose trends and accuracy are well compatible.

Fig. 8. Satellite Euler angles.

Fig. 9. Temperature rates for three orthogonal surfaces.
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Fig. 10. Satellite surface temperatures.
Fig. 12. Temperature variations of surface 2.

Fig. 13. Temperature variations of surface 3.

Fig. 11. Temperature variations of surface 1.

5. Conclusion
As shown in Figs. 11 through 13, the HAM surface temperature results closely follow those obtained via the thermal analysis
tools with good accuracy. This observation verifies the HAM appropriateness to represent a measurement model for AD stochastic
formulation. Based on the above results and those presented in
[30] and [31], a performance comparison is presented between the
proposed HAM package against the other existing AD systems in
Table 4.

A novel radiation based heat model for attitude estimation of
satellites is proposed in this paper. The heat-attitude model (HAM)
uses external radiating heat sources affecting the satellite external surface temperatures to produce the net heat flux (NHF) that
each satellite surface receives. Decomposition of the NHFs in parallel and perpendicular components with respect to the heat sources
allows for generation of the inertial to satellite rotation matrix

Table 4
Existing AD systems.
Sensors

Typical performance range

Mass (kg)

Power (W)

Gyroscopes

Drift rate = 0.003 deg/h to 1 deg/h
Drift rate stability varies widely
Accuracy = 0.005 deg to 3 deg
Accuracy = 1 arcsecond to 1 arcminute
(= 0.0003 deg to 0.01 deg)
Accuracy:
0.05 deg to 1 deg (0.1 deg is best for LEO)
<0.1 deg to 0.25 deg
Accuracy = 0.5 deg to 3 deg
Accuracy = 0.2 deg to 5 deg

<0.1 to 15

<1 to 200

0.1 to 2
2 to 5

0 to 3
5 to 20

1 to 4
0.5 to 3.5

5 to 10
0.3 to 5

0.3 to 1.2
<0.05

<1
<0.05

Sun sensors
Star sensors
(Scanners and cameras)
Horizon sensors
Scanner/pipper
Fixed head (static)
Magnetometer
HAM package
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that, in turn, leads to its attitude knowledge. Simulation results of
the proposed HAM are verified via commercially available thermal
analysis tools for a typical LEO satellite. The proposed HAM satellite temperature results are in good agreement with those of the
available commercial thermal softwares. Thus, the proposed HAM
can be considered as a viable measurement model for stochastic
AD via a large class of filtering techniques, some of which have
been already utilized by researchers.
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